A new statistical method for evaluation of L5178Ytk(+/-) mammalian cell mutation data using microwell method.
A statistical method to evaluate data from the mouse lymphoma L5178Y/tk assay (MLA) using microwell method is proposed. This proposed method is designed for data obtained from a single culture protocol instead of the duplicate culture recommended by United Kingdom Environmental Mutagen Society (UKEMS). The proposed method consists of the following three steps: (1) to apply Dunnett type test for identifying clear negative; (2) to apply a Simpson-Margolin procedure for detecting downturn data; and (3) to apply a trend test to evaluate the dose-dependent increase in mutant frequency (MF). The performance of the proposed method was evaluated through a Monte Carlo study and a case study. False positive rates realized in the Monte Carlo study were comparable with the UKEMS method modified for a single culture protocol with the heterogeneity factors being kept at 1.0. False negative rates were less than those of the modified UKEMS method for dose response patterns with a sharp uprise in higher dose groups, whereas, they were comparable for other patterns. The results of evaluating the data from an International Collaborative Study by the proposed method seem comparable with the UKEMS method. The proposed method enables us to evaluate data from the microwell MLA with a single culture protocol.